System simulation is a valuable tool to unveil inefficiencies and to test new strategies when implementing and revising systems. Often, simulations are parameterized using offline data and heuristic knowledge. Operational data, i.e., data gained through experimentation and observation, can greatly improve the fidelity between the actual system and the simulation. In a traffic scenario, for example, different road conditions or vehicle types can impact the outcome of the simulation and have to be considered during the modeling stage. This paper proposes using machine learning techniques to generate high fidelity simulation models. A traffic simulation case study exemplifies this approach by generating a model for the SUMO traffic simulator from vehicular telemetry data.
INTRODUCTION
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Systems simulation is a major tool to approach various realworld tasks or processes. Simulation is used to gain insights into the nature of a problem or to validate potential solutions. Indeed, in many complex operational environments executing multiple field test runs could be expensive or dangerous. Moreover, in initial design phases there is no way to execute real physical tests, so system simulation is a frequently used technique. A simulation comprises models that capture behavior of relevant entities, rules that governs their interaction, and a context that assigns a semantics to the simulation. By running simulations, designers infer properties of their system realizations. A plurality of modeling formalism, styles, and strategies already exist and new ones are being researched.
Considering existing modeling and simulation approaches, some high-level challenges overarch different approaches. Model fidelity is concerned with how closely a model matches the system being modeled. Model fidelity determines the validity of any inference made about system being modeled, and it is always approximate. Methods to estimate model fidelity include reference measurements. Similarly, model calibration involves adjustment of model parameters to improve fidelity. Both steps require data acquisition and processing.
In this work, we introduce data-driven design as a means to analyze and solve system design problems using system simulation. We discuss model generation as an integral step to create simulation models out of operational data. Model generation aims to automate the system modeling process while maintaining model fidelity by using operational data. To this ends, machine learning and its ability to generate models and system parameters out of data is a key technique. We highlight some useful techniques by calibrating a traffic simulation using vehicular On-Board Diagnostics Invited (OBD) data. The general approach, however, is applicable to a much wider range of applications.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces data-driven design as a method to generate system simulations out of measurement data. The next section discusses machine learning techniques to generate models out of operational data. In the case study in section 4, we illustrate our ideas in a mobility scenario. Sections 5 and 6 discuss related work and draw a conclusion, respectively.
DATA IN DESIGN
Design Space Exploration (DSE) anticipates the impact of certain design decisions. As a part of a systems engineering approach, it aims to find feasible designs and make good architectural decisions prior to actually implementing a particular system [18] . DSE requires the availability of a model representation of the system under consideration and its environment (e.g., using SysML). Often, a good starting point is to reuse a previous design. Following a certain engineering process (e.g., the V-model), a campaign of experiments and simulations are then set out to refine these models and to gain insights on the quality of potential solutions. Possible actions include evaluating and interpreting data as well as adapting engineering models. Frequently, data generated during such a campaign is aggregated to optimally calibrate models, e.g., by fitting model parameters. Other data sources that are used in the design process are technical standards, databases, individual experiences, and 'rules-ofthumb. ' We refer to a data set as operational data if it has been acquired through observation or experimentation like on a prototype, a legacy system, or a partially functioning system.
Incorporating information from operational data is a crucial step in modeling and can result in more specific simulation models than using general knowledge. For instance, a traffic simulation can use a general model of a passenger car. Distinguishing between different types of passenger cars, e.g., sports cars, minivans, SUVs, and using their specific properties might increase the fidelity of the simulation. As a matter of fact, the required modeling effort increases with system's degree of complexity. Operational data can help to mitigate this effect by automating the generation of models or partial models, thus, leading to more fine-grained simulations.
It is convenient to separate between system and environment, where the system is a designed solution for some business needs that operates in a given environment. Environment models are used to provide stimuli for system models and evaluate system performance under different conditions. Typically, users of the systems are also part of the environment. So, for example, in case of a new road design, the existing road networks, transportation demands, and drivercars dynamic behavior are parts of the system environment.
While the prime goal of the design process is design of a system and its models, significant effort is also invested in developing environment models. The later are used to evaluate and validate the system design. One of the approaches for reducing the environment modeling effort is to record environment behavior and provide it as a stimulus to a system model during simulation. One of the main limitations of this approach is that a recorded environment can't react to system behavior, even though in many cases the system does significantly influence environment behavior. Another common approach is to use generic models of the environment, but these models have low fidelity, and the resulting simulation will also have low fidelity.
The approach described in this work (see section 3) uses machine learning techniques in the design process to generate high fidelity models from operational data. This technique significantly reduces the manual effort, while preserving the quality of the models. Moreover, an update of the models can be fully automated, so it can be used to generate models for multiple environment configurations, for example taking into account time-of-day dependencies. System models will be evaluated and validated for the selected environment configurations.
An additional advantage of the proposed approach is an automatic adaptation of models for environment changes over time. Indeed, the traffic demands and road network might change over time and these changes should be taken into account to optimize system performance. This can be done in an on-demand mode, where model calibration is triggered manually, for example, only if a significant change is detected in the environment behavior, or in an on-line mode, where models are continuously calibrated.
Environment models can be used at different phases of a product life cycle, starting from an initial design phase of a new system, where different design alternatives' performance should be compared, through system upgrades to validate correctness, to operational planning, where an optimal system configuration needs to be selected for current or planned scenarios. In all these cases, the proposed approach significantly reduces modeling effort and improves the validity of the analysis.
MODEL GENERATION USING MACHINE LEARNING
The model generation task systematically estimates and adjusts model parameters using operational data. The goal is to maximize the fidelity of the model for both the system and the environment [10] . The best operational data answers specific questions -when data are specific, taking action on them becomes easier. Consequently, we strive to generate a specific model out of observed data. Automating this process further increases its value: situation-specific simulations can be generated with little effort. For this automation, we rely on machine learning techniques to extract parameters from an operational data set.
The field of machine learning [12] is concerned with building models from example inputs and using these models to infer underlying patterns in data and to predict future behavior. The learning goal is to infer a model from observations. Model generation subsumes model calibration [13] . Model calibration works to determine the model parameters, whereas model generation also aims to reveal and integrate structure in the resulting simulation model.
Model generation encompasses all steps that are required to bridge the gap between an operational data set and the input language of a domain-specific simulator. Broadly, the following problems have to be solved:
1. Specify variable model properties: Reduce the input language of the simulator to a subset that fulfills the pragmatics of the design problem at hand. Prior information on the required model properties should be explicitly incorporated, for instance, by creating a template.
Find and select predictor variables:
The operational data should contain data points that can serve as a predictors for these variables.
Select an appropriate learning technique:
It is an art to develop an algorithm that connects the predictor variables with the required model properties. Many general machine learning techniques exist that can be tailored to a specific problem instance.
Assess model fidelity:
Check how well the generated model approximates reality. For example, compare simulation traces and observations.
The result of this process should be an operational model that is ready to be executed in a simulator to gain insights on a design problem.
Example: Change Point Detection
The key requirement on machine learning tools that infer models given operational data is the ability to capture abrupt changes in the data that suggest parameter calibration, or in extreme scenarios, a switch between learned models. Change Point Detection (CPD) is a paradigm that aims at identifying the changes in the generative parameters of operational time-series data.
Bayesian techniques are often used for CPD tasks, for which the machine learning model consists of a prior belief of the occurrence frequency and distribution of change points within the data. CPD then yields a posterior maximum-likelihood estimate of the change points in the time series.
Formally, the CPD problem operates on a sequence of observations X = {x1, x2, ..., xT } and yields M non overlapping partitions φi of the data such that
For each partition φi, i = 1, 2, ..., M , the observation points within the partition are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to
where ηi are the partition-dependent parameters that are also i.i.d. The reader is referred to [1, 6] for further algorithmic details of the detection process.
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS USING VEHICLE DATA
To illustrate system simulation using operational data, we leverage the telemetry data collected from vehicles to model the commute scenario on San Pablo Dam Road in Orinda, California. We use SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [3] to simulate a traffic scenario. San Pablo Dam Road serves as an alternative route for commuters in the San Francisco East Bay heading southbound.
San Pablo Dam Road Scenario
San Pablo Dam road has been the subject of a previous study [24] . The original scenario has been developed to analyze flow oscillations and it has been included in the SUMO software distribution as a tutorial. The tutorial implements model calibration as an optimization problem. The result is an environment model of the San Pablo Dam Road that can be used to analyze the situation and to design a system like a traffic light controller optimizing throughput.
In the past study, vehicle arrival and passing times along the road have been manually collected. Eight researchers stood at different sections on the side of the road recording the time when a vehicle was passing. Thus, the raw data set contains sequences of timestamps at roadside locations. Prior knowledge has been introduced by using a map to determine distances between these locations as well as to abstract the road network. Based on the timestamps and the distances, the speed for a road segment can be computed. Most importantly, the stationing of the observers on the road has an impact on how the speed values in the segments look. Picking the observer positions might impact whether important spikes are observed, or may mitigate or amplify certain effects of the road like curves, slopes, or other traffic conditions. The authors of the original study decided to station the observers with increasing proximity towards one end of the road. San Pablo Dam road is a two-lane, bi-directional highway with a downstream traffic light that generates a bottleneck. There is very little vehicle overtaking and almost no side traffic. The tutorial calibrates a vehicle model to the collected traffic demand data by minimizing the error between the observed data to the simulation data. It uses a variable speed sign for constraining the outflow velocity so that the original (real world) network's outflow condition is preserved.
Our goal is to repeat the scenario using operational data from the vehicles. We leverage telemetry data that has been collected on San Pablo Dam road during different times of the day. We perform CPD on the speed data to segment the road in pieces of constant velocity.
The Connected Car
The Connected Car augments its fundamental functions to transport people and goods with increased connectivity and data processing capabilities. It uses wireless communication interfaces (e.g., WiFi, LTE) to connect to devices both inside and outside the vehicle, enhancing the in-car experi- SpeedFactor and speedDev describe a normal distribution's µ and σ parameters. Each time a vehicle is instantiated, the simulator samples this distribution to generate a chosenSpeed specific to this vehicle.
km/h ence. The rate at which data is flowing from a Connected Car is growing dramatically. An IHS study [4] estimates that about 30 terabytes of data would be collected each day from the 152 million Connected Cars on the road in 2020, enabling a truly big data challenge. The ability to perform effective data analytics and the newly acquired communication capabilities trigger the transition of the automobile from an isolated system to a service-oriented architecture. Thus, the Connected Car is a key enabler for an era of smart mobility [14] .
As many new cars are already being delivered as Connected Cars, older ones can be turned into Connected Cars by leveraging their On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) interfaces. The OBD-II standard specifies the type of diagnostic connector and its pinout, the electrical signaling protocols available, and the messaging format. Many different types of dongles are commercially available that expose a vehicle's OBD interface via USB, WiFi, or Bluetooth. In combination with a smartphone or an M2M modem, the dongle can upload telemetry data to the cloud. Besides user-centric applications like enriching the driving experience, reducing fuel consumption and emissions, or novel insurance models, the data from the Connected Car could also be useful for traffic authorities for real-time traffic reporting and to predict congestion.
For the purpose of the case study we collected speed profiles and GPS data while driving on the road. We use a commercially available OBD-II dongle and connect it via Bluetooth to an Android smartphone app that periodically polls the vehicle's statistics and forwards them via LTE to the cloud. We use this operational data to build models in the scope of a traffic optimization problem.
SUMO -Simulation of Urban Mobility
SUMO is a free and open sophisticated microscopic traffic simulator that is extensively used in the transportation studies community [3] . A SUMO model consists of vehicle types, road networks, routes that vehicles follow, and a demand model that determines how frequently certain route-vehicle combinations are activated. The model is represented in several XML files.
The driver-vehicle model in SUMO is an agent-based approach to conceptualizing driver behavior. It encompasses the behavior that a driver exhibits in prevailing traffic cir- , the SUMO vehicle model would be in between the Strategy Level that is concerned with general trip planning and the Operational Level, which encompasses the car controlling process, and the Tactical level where maneuvering takes place. A drivervehicle model captures how a driver will and can react to current traffic situations. It is defined by several parameters (see Table 1 ). SUMO's manual states:
"The maximum acceleration for example is not the car's maximum acceleration possibility but rather the maximum acceleration a driver chooses -even if you have a Jaguar, you probably are not trying to go to 100km/h in 5s when driving through a city."
So what are good values to choose? Rather than estimating these values, operational data can be used to derive appropriate values. The tutorial uses an empirical data set as ground truth and fits the parameters of a driver vehicle model such that the error between the simulation model and the data is minimized. More specifically, the tutorial adjusts the behavior of the driver-vehicle model until it meets the empirically measured speed distributions of the last segment of the road network. Because of that, the road network in the tutorial has been simplified to two segments.
By using the telemetry data from the vehicles, we are able to get more fine-grained data and better speed measurements. In this case study, we use this data to improve modeling the San Pablo Dam Road situation in two ways:
• Finding an optimal segmentation of the road with respect to the collected speed profiles.
• Computing a representative speed distribution for a typical vehicle for each segment.
As more Connected Cars get on our roads, the data becoming available will be truly a bonanza for traffic authorities and researchers. Having more realistic simulation models will surely increase the quality of their decisions.
Change Point Detection on Speed Traces
In this case study, we perform a Bayesian CPD on realtime speed traces from cars to infer a maximum-likelihood segmentation of the road (see Figure 2) . Additionally, we Adopting the CPD method (see section 3.1), where for each segment φi, the parameter set is characterized as ηi = {µi, σi} and µi and σi denote the mean and standard deviation of a univariate Gaussian distribution. Each sample observation x k ∈ φi is assumed to be i.i.d. according to
It is important to point out that the resultant model captures a composition of the environment components, as well as the structure of the system itself. Figure 3 , for instance, depicts a speed trace collected during the rush-hour. The specific congestion pattern at that time leads to a significantly different final segmentation than a segmentation performed on a data set collected during off-peak hours on the same route (see Figure 4) . 
Comparison to Original SPD Scenario
We want to compare the results from our approach to the tutorial with respect to three aspects: Segmentation: After running the segmentation algorithm, it became evident that both the simulation model from the tutorial [24] and ours have a similar segmentation. The length of single segments decreases towards the bottleneck. Assuming that the stationing of the transportation experts has been done strategically, we can conclude that our approach yields a similar model.
Data acquisition:
Our data acquisition effort took much less time than the one of the tutorial. We were able to generate a similar model out much much less data. The tutorial was using eight observers plus one driver on two days for 2.5h summing up to 45h. Our data acquisition takes as little time as a driver need to maneuver through the morning traffic which is roughly 23min times the number of vehicles to be measured.
Computational effort: Generating the model out of the observation data takes 8min. This method uses the fmin_cobyla from the Python scipy package. Our custom CPD algorithm which is also implemented in Python runs for 2min when using 1300 traces.
RELATED WORK
Our proposed approach is closely related to microscopic traffic simulation models like SUMO [3] , CORSIM [8] and VIS-SIM [7] . Microscopic models focus on driving behaviors of individual vehicles. For example, Shen et al. [23] address a traffic signal timing optimization problem. Hidas introduces SITRAS [9] which employs a microscopic traffic simulation for lane changing and merging on roads.
Parameterizing SUMO with vehicular data from a virtual reality driving simulator has been investigated in [15] . The iTETRIS simulation platform [22] uses vehicle position information retrieved from SUMO for large scale Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Pan et al. [20] develop efficient re-routing strategies for avoiding traffic congestion.
For better reliability of simulation results, model calibration techniques for traffic simulation have been studied. Different types of procedures are proposed in [5] and [11] for calibration and validation of microscopic traffic simulation models. Liu et al. [16] carry out a feasibility study for automatic model calibration of traffic data using sensor and geography networking technology. Balakrishna et al. [2] and Park et al. [21] introduce application and case studies of model calibration in microscopic traffic simulations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we highlight model generation as a means to bridge the gap between an operational data set and its potential use in a system simulation. We propose to use machine learning to automate this task. Finally, we exemplify this by repeating a historic traffic simulation scenario using vehicle telemetry data. Traditionally, a model is often built to serve as an oracle to answer a specific problem. Our suggestion is to use specific models to enable designers to explore a problem and to find innovative solutions. With the ongoing rollout of Internet-of-Things technologies a huge amount of operational data will is becoming available. This data will radically change the way system simulations are built and used.
